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WISHW & DISTRICT HOUSING ASSOCIATION 
 

GAS SAFETY PROCEDURES 

 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION & STATUTORY FRAMEWORK 
 

Wishaw & District Housing Association has a statutory responsibility to ensure that all gas 
appliances and flues it provides for tenants’ use are maintained in a safe condition at all times and 
checked for safety each year by a Gas Safe registered installer.  The Association is committed to 
adhering to these responsibilities in accordance with The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 
1998.  This Procedure details precisely how the Association will comply with the Regulations. 

 
The Procedures have been developed in accordance with and with reference to the following 
documents: 

 
 The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 
 The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 
 Procedural Note on Housing Associations Duties as Landlords: Procedures for Access to 

undertake Annual Gas Safety Checks, SFHA (July 2004) 
 Checklist to Accompany the Procurement Guide for Gas Services, SFHA (July 2004)  
 Opinion of Counsel (Derek O’Carroll, Advocate, Murray Stable, 20 September 2009) 
 Procedure for Gas Appliance Servicing, SFHA (November 2009) 

 
These procedures also relate to how the Association will respond to the requirements of the 
Scottish Housing Charter, in particular Indicator 15: The percentage of properties that require a gas 
safety record which had a gas safety check and record completed within the anniversary date. 

 
 
2.0 REGISTER OF APPLIANCES 

 
The Association will maintain a record of all gas appliances installed in its tenanted properties, their 
previous service date and the two previous landlord’s gas safety certificates.  The record of 
appliances will be held on the Association’s Omniledger system and paper copies of the landlord’s 
gas safety certificates will be held in a central file.  The register will be regularly reviewed by the 
Maintenance Manager and administered by the Maintenance Assistant. 

 
 

3.0 PLANNING 
 

The Association will begin the process of arranging access to its properties for gas safety checks a 
minimum of seven weeks before the date of expiry of the current safety certificate in order to 
ensure that all appliances and flues are inspected on time and within the statutory twelve month 
period.  It is anticipated that this seven week trigger date will provide enough time for the 
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Association to lawfully gain access to non-cooperative tenancies in order to avoid any gaps in 
annual safety certification. 
 
The Maintenance Manager / Officer shall identify previously non-cooperative tenancies and prioritise 
these for early inspection dates at the beginning of the programme, if necessary starting the process in 
advance of the seven week period. 
 
 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES AND DELEGATION 
 
The Maintenance Manager will be ultimately responsible for maintaining the gas safety programme 
and the Association’s record of all gas appliances, with the day to day management delegated to 
the Maintenance Officer.  Certain record keeping and administrative tasks will be delegated to the 
Maintenance Assistant, as set down below. 
 
The Owners’ Services Officer will keep Technical Services staff advised of any Right to Buy sales 
in order that such properties can be removed from the inspection programme. 
 
 

5.0 PROCUREMENT 
 

Only Gas Safe registered installers from the Association’s Approved Framework of Contractors will be 
instructed to carry out gas safety inspections and central heating repairs.  This work will be undertaken 
at rates agreed at each annual framework review.  It is considered that establishing a good working 
relationship with contractors over a longer period will lead to improvements in our systems and 
processes associated with gas safety, resulting in better service provision to both the Association 
and its tenants and a reduction in risk exposure to both groups. 

 
The performance of gas heating contractors will be closely monitored and where the contractor has 
failed to adhere to contract conditions and the Association’s Gas Safety Procedures or where 
performance is unsatisfactory they will be removed from the Framework of Approved Contractors. 
 
 

6.0 PROCEDURES 
 
6.1 Programming 

 
6.1.1 At the start of each financial year a meeting will be arranged with the contractors’ 

representatives, Maintenance Manager / Officer, and Maintenance Assistant to 
confirm:  

 
 procedures 
 roles 
 communication methods and frequencies including content of forms and letters 
 details of the contractors’ personnel who will be involved in the works 
 timescales for issuing orders and completing works 
 delegated authorities 
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 progress reporting   
 performance monitoring 

 
6.1.2  A draft programme and allocation of properties for the year will be issued to the 

contractor. 
 

6.1.3  A schedule of monthly gas safety inspections will be compiled from the Omniledger 
system by the Maintenance Assistant, in conjunction with the Maintenance Officer.  
These will detail: 

 
 Name of tenant  
 Address of property  
 Date of most recent inspection/installation date  
 Deadline for this year’s inspection  
 Details of appliances  

 
Any previously non-cooperative tenants will be highlighted to enable the contractor to 
attempt to gain access to these properties early in the programme for that month. 
 

6.2 Contract Management 
 

6.2.1  The Association’s Maintenance Officer and Maintenance Assistant will meet 
regularly, as required, with the contractors’ representatives during the course of 
the programme to review progress and procedures. 
 

6.2.2 On a weekly basis the Maintenance Assistant will produce a programme update 
from the Omniledger system showing all appliances serviced so far that month and 
those outstanding.  This report will be reviewed by the Maintenance Officer / 
Manager to ensure all appliances are programmed to be serviced on time.  

 
6.3  Quality Control 

 
6.3.1 An independent sample survey, of 10% of the serviced properties, will be passed 

to a suitably qualified alternative Gas Safe registered contractor on a monthly 
basis for independent inspection and reporting.  The contractor will be selected 
from the Association’s framework of approved contractors and will be selected so 
as to avoid a conflict of interests with the original contractor. 

 
 The alternative contractor will be required to provide a written report for each 

property confirming which properties have been quality control inspected and 
whether any issues have been raised against these. 
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6.4  Publicity 
 

6.4.1  The Association will regularly publish articles through newsletters, website, etc 
highlighting the requirement to undertake gas safety inspections, with the  emphasis 
on tenant safety and the importance of tenant co-operation in providing access to 
tradesmen. 

 
6.4.2  A minimum of seven weeks prior to expiry of the current gas safety certificate 

personalised letters will be sent to each tenant involved in order to introduce the 
contractor, outline timescales, emphasise the importance of gas safety and the 
importance of tenant co-operation in providing access.  It is anticipated that this 
period will afford adequate time for those tenants who have other commitments and 
wish to pre-arrange an appointment to do so. See Appendix 2. 

 
6.5  Contractor’s First Visit 

 
6.5.1  The Contractor will hand deliver a letter or post card to tenants, on behalf of the 

Association, giving a minimum of seven days notice of the proposed inspection 
visit.  The letter will encourage tenants to contact the contractor to arrange an 
alternative date where required.  See Appendix 3. The contractor will provide the 
Association with a list of properties notified, along with dates for services, the 
week prior to programmed inspections so that it is aware of the programme of 
inspections for each week. 

 
6.5.2 The contractor’s Gas Engineer will call to conduct the inspection as arranged: 

 
 Where access is provided and the inspection successfully completed the 

safety certificate must be passed on to the Association by the end of the 
week the inspection takes place.  A copy of the certificate must be handed 
to the tenant by the contractor immediately following the inspection.   
 
On receipt of the certificate the Association’s Maintenance Officer will 
check the details to ensure they are properly completed, signed and dated 
and any noted faults are actioned.  The Maintenance Assistant will then 
update the computer records, place the certificate in the central file and 
raise any additional work orders, as required. 

 
 Where access is provided but remedial work is required to bring the 

appliance up to a safe standard, the Gas Engineer must refer to the 
delegated authorisation limits for remedial work as detailed in Appendix I.  
Where the cost of remedial work is within the contractor’s delegated 
authority work should be undertaken and the inspection successfully 
completed.  The safety certificate must then passed on to the Association 
for checking and recording as above. 

 
Where the cost of remedial work is outwith the contractor’s delegated 
authority, the Gas Engineer must telephone the Association to seek 
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authorisation to proceed with works.  Where authorisation is granted work 
should be undertaken and the inspection successfully completed.  The 
safety certificate must then be passed on to the Association for checking 
and recording as above  
 
Where access is not provided the Gas Engineer must inform the 
Association immediately by phone from the property and the Maintenance 
Assistant will call the tenant to attempt to gain access. If unsuccessful the 
Gas Engineer will complete the no-access triplicate book, post a copy 
through the tenant’s door, retain one copy and pass one copy on to the 
Association at the latest the following working day.  The Maintenance 
Assistant will notify the Maintenance Officer of the failed access and will 
immediately arrange a second visit as below.  On receipt of the triplicate 
book slip the Maintenance Assistant will update the computer records and 
file the slip in the central file.    
 

6.6  Contractor’s Second Visit 
 

6.6.1  As soon as notification of a failed access is received the Maintenance Assistant 
will liaise with the Contractor to agree a new appointment and will issue a letter 
(delivered by hand), giving a maximum of seven days notice of the second 
inspection visit.  The letter will note that the tenant failed to provide access at the 
first visit and strongly encourage them to ensure access is provided or contact the 
Association to arrange an alternative date, where required.  See Appendix 4. 

 
 

6.6.2 The contractor’s Gas Engineer will call to conduct the inspection as arranged and 
the procedure detailed under the Contractor’s First Visit will be followed.  However, 
where access is not provided on the second visit the Gas Engineer must inform 
the Association immediately by phone from the property so that the Maintenance 
Assistant can make a further attempt to call the tenant as above. The Gas 
Engineer must complete the no-access triplicate book, marking up the fact that this 
has been the second time that an Engineer has called to the property, post a copy 
through the tenant’s door, retain one copy and pass one copy on to the 
Association that day.   
 
The Maintenance Assistant will notify the Maintenance Officer of the second failed 
access and will immediately arrange a third visit as below.  On receipt of the 
triplicate book slip the Maintenance Assistant will update the computer system and 
file the slip in the central file. 

 
6.6.3 The Maintenance Officer will check with the relevant Housing Officer to ascertain if 

there are any extenuating circumstances, such as serious health issues, that may 
impair the tenant’s ability to allow access; to gain alternative contact numbers or 
email addresses; to assess any risks that may be present during forced entry; and 
to ascertain whether there are any other reasons why access may not have been 
provided – abandonment, long term hospital stays, custodial sentences, etc. 
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6.7  Final Notification Letter & Contractor’s Third Visit 
 

6.7.1  As soon as notification of a second failed access is received the Maintenance 
Assistant will liaise with the Contractor to agree a new appointment and will issue 
a final notification letter (delivered by hand), giving 24 hours’ notice of a third 
inspection visit and advising tenants that failure to provide access at this stage will 
result in the Association forcing access to the property in order to complete the 
service.  The letter will strongly encourage tenants to contact the Association to 
arrange an alternative date where this is required.  See Appendix 5. 

 
6.7.2 Where access is gained to the property on the third visit the procedure detailed 

under Contractor’s First Visit should be followed. 
 

6.7.3 Where the tenant fails to provide access at the third visit, the Gas Engineer must 
inform the Association immediately by phone from the property to enable it to 
commence action to force access straight away.  The Engineer must complete the 
no-access triplicate book, marking up the fact that this has been the third time that 
an Engineer has called to the property, post a copy through the tenant’s door, 
retain one copy and pass one copy on to the Association that day.   

 
On receipt of the triplicate book slip the Maintenance Assistant will update the 
computer records and file the slip in the central file. 

 
6.7.4 The Maintenance Assistant will notify the Maintenance Manager / Officer of the 

failed access who will attempt to contact the tenant by telephone, text and / or 
email to arrange access.  When calling by telephone 3 attempts will be made – 
one in the morning, one in the afternoon and one after working hours.  The date 
and time of these calls will be noted on the Pro-forma for Authorisation of Forced 
Entry (Appendix 9) 

 
6.8  Action to Force Access to Property 

 
6.8.1  Where the tenant has failed to provide access on three separate occasions and 

there is no response during attempts to contact the tenant (set down in section 
4.7.4 above) action will be taken by the Association to force entry and carry out the 
service.  The standard Pro-Forma for Authorisation of Forced Entry must be fully 
completed by the Maintenance Officer / Maintenance Manager and countersigned 
by a senior member of staff (Chief Executive, Assistant Chief Executive or 
Technical Services Manager) prior to proceeding with arrangements to force entry. 

 
6.8.2 As part of this process clarification must be sought by the Maintenance Manager / 

Officer that a Scottish Secure Tenancy (SST) has been signed by the current 
tenant and a copy is held in the Association’s records.  If it is the case that there is 
no signed SST on file then the Maintenance Officer / Manager will seek legal 
advice and commence procedures to obtain a Sheriff’s Warrant to force access.  
Under these circumstances no attempt will be made to force entry until the 
Warrant is awarded. 
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6.8.3  Once the forced entry is authorised a letter will be issued to the tenant giving a 

minimum of 7 days’ notice of the Association’s intention to force access 
(Appendix 6).  The letter will be hand delivered by two members of staff from the 
Association. Both staff members will be required to complete and sign the Proof of 
Service of Notice to Force Access for Essential Gas Safety Works certificate – 
refer Appendix 7.   

 
The notification letter  will state the Association’s intention to gain entry by force if 
access is not provided at the specified date and time, the consequences and likely 
costs associated with non co-operation and reiterate the tenant’s obligations under 
their tenancy agreement. 

 
6.8.4  The Maintenance Manager will ensure that procedures are fully adhered to during 

the action to force entry and undertake the gas safety inspection: 
 

 A minimum of two persons (the Gas Engineer and the Maintenance 
Manager / Officer) must remain in attendance while the gas service is 
carried out and the property vacated and secured.  
 

 The Maintenance Manager / Officer will photograph any pre-existing 
damage to the property, the works being carried out and any damage 
caused as a result of the forced entry. 

 
 The locks will be changed in all cases where the tenant is not present and 

entry has to be forced. 
 

 Notification will be pinned to the door (Appendix 8) advising that locks 
have been changed and the gas safety check has been carried out, along 
with details of what the tenant must do next to retrieve the new keys. 

 
 Where there is no gas supply to the property (ie no credit in meter) at the 

time of forced entry the supply pipe will be disconnected on the Association’s 
side of the meter in order to make the property safe.  The tenant will have 
to contact the Association direct to have the supply reinstated and the 
appliance serviced (refer section 4.9). 

 
6.8.5  Where there are grounds to suspect that the tenant is not residing in the property, 

the Housing Operations Manager will be advised in order that abandonment 
procedures can be implemented to recover the property, if necessary. 
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6.9 No Gas Supply 
 

6.9.1  Where the Gas Engineer finds that there is no gas supply to a property (due to  
lack of credit in an account) he must immediately notify the Association.  The 
Maintenance Manager / Officer will contact the tenant advising that the gas (and 
electric, if appropriate) account must be credited within seven days, or the gas 
supply to the property will be capped at the incomer for safety reasons.  The 
tenant will also be advised that the cost of capping the supply and re-connecting 
once credit is restored will be recharged to them.  Refer Appendix 10.  The tenant 
must notify the Association as soon as the account(s) is credited and provide 
access to enable the safety check to be carried out. 

 
6.9.2 Where the gas connection is re-established the service must be carried out as 

soon as possible and procedures for access, completing the service and recording 
certificates must be followed as above. 

 
6.9.3 Where the tenant does not provide access and the service has not been 

completed within seven days the Maintenance Manager / Officer will contact the 
tenant giving seven days notice of a visit by the Gas Engineer to cap the gas 
incomer.  The tenant will be advised that, where access is not granted then the 
Association will take action to force access to make safe the gas supply.  Refer 
Appendix 11.  The procedures for forcing access are as detailed above. 

 
6.9.4 The Maintenance Manager / Officer will notify the Housing Operations Manager of 

the breach of tenancy in the property in relation to the tenant’s failure to maintain 
heating in the premises. 

 
6.10 Post Contract Review 

 
6.10.1 The Maintenance Manager, Maintenance Officer and Maintenance Assistant will 

meet with the contractors’ representatives on completion of the programme as 
required to review and to evaluate the contract with a view to improve performance 
in the next contract. 

 
6.10.2 Where appropriate a report on the outcomes of this meeting will be reported to the 

Board along with any relevant recommendations for improvement.  
 
 
7.0  REPORTING 
 

7.1 A report on the monthly progress of gas servicing against programme and the number of 
services completed on target will be issued to the Board with each quarterly Technical 
Services Report. 

 
7.2  Gas servicing performance will also be included in each quarterly KPI report to the Board. 
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8.0  VOID PROPERTIES, NEW BOILER INSTALLATIONS & NEW BUILD HOUSES 
 

8.1 A full gas safety check will be conducted by a registered Gas Safe installer on each void 
property, including an inspection of all pipework.  A copy of the gas safety certificate will be 
issued to the new tenant at sign up stage.  The Maintenance Officer will assess each 
certificate to ensure it is fully completed, dated and signed and the Maintenance Assistant 
will update the Association’s computer records and place the certificate in the central file. 

 
8.2 Where a replacement boiler is installed in an existing property the Gas Safe installer will 

provide an installation certificate and gas safety certificate to the Association.  A copy of 
the gas safety certificate will be passed to the tenant.  The Maintenance Assistant will input 
the replacement component details on the Omnilegder system, including the details of any 
warranty period, and update the records to ensure that the new appliance is programmed 
to be serviced within the next twelve months.  

 
8.3 Installation certificates for new build properties containing gas appliances must be passed 

to the Maintenance Assistant on completion.  The Maintenance Assistant will input the 
component details on the Omniledger system, including the details of any warranty period, 
and update the Association’s records to ensure that the properties are included in the next 
gas safety check programme. 

 
 
9.0  NEW APPLIANCES UNDER WARRANTY 
 

9.1 Where faults are reported on a new appliance under warranty the manufacturer will be 
contacted to attend.  The nature and date of all warranty call outs will be recorded on the 
Omniledger notes system by the Maintenance Assistant / Officer. 

 
 
10.0  RECORD KEEPING 
 

10.1 All Gas Safety Certificates and associated documents will be held in hard copy for a period 
of two years. 

 
 
11.0 REVIEW OF THE PROCEDURE 
 

11.1 The Procedure will be reviewed systematically at the conclusion of each programme as 
part of the Post Contract Review. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1   Contractor’s delegated authorisation limits for remedial work found at service 
Appendix 2 Association’s letter to tenants introducing the contractor 
Appendix 3 First Letter from Contractor 
Appendix 4 Second Notification Letter from Association 
Appendix 5 Final Notification Letter from Association 
Appendix 6 Association’s letter to tenant notifying intention to force entry 
Appendix 7 Proof of Service of Notice of Forced Access for Essential Gas Safety Works 
Appendix 8 Notice to be pinned to door following forced entry and lock change 
Appendix 9 Pro-forma for authorisation of forced entry 
Appendix 10 Association’s letter to tenant advising gas (and electric) account(s) to be credited. 
Appendix 11 Association’s letter to tenant advising that gas supply will be capped. 
Appendix 12 Association’s letter to tenant advising access will be forced to cap gas supply 
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